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Bringing antimatter to its (free) fall: a longtime effort

Available:

• a  bunch of  positrons

• a  handful of  antiprotons

Free  fall experiment on  single  particles

Very slow  antiparticles required!

𝑚𝑒g ≈ 5.6 10−11 𝑒𝑉.𝑚−1 𝑚𝑝g ≈ 1.0 10−7 𝑒𝑉.𝑚−1



Bringing antimatter to its (free) fall: a longtime effort

In  the  absence  of  antiprotons: General scheme:

Cut-off  in  time  of  upward flight

But  no  source  of  slow  enough positrons…

NATURE 220, p.436 (1968)

Source:

Must produce some sub-neV e

Emission time must be known

Drift tube:

« Perfect » cylinder in metal

(cancel effect of mirror charge)

No E field >10-10 V.m-1

Chamber:

Highly homogenous B field

for guiding

Ultra high vacuum 

Detector:

Must have very low noise
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Antiproton decelerators at CERN
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Bringing antimatter to its (free) fall: a longtime effort

Interest shifted toward antiprotons:

1986:  PS200  

Based on  time-of-flight  technique  from Witteborn &  Fairbank

+ comparison with H–

LEAR: 2 MeV (5.3 MeV in fact)

Goal  of  PS200 : 4 K  (~ meV) 

Still far from 10-7 eV ~1.2 mK

Only a small part of the tail of the thermal distribution would be useful.

And remains the problem of shielding against E field at a 10-7 V.m-1 level… 

NUCL. INST. METH. B 24/25 p.437 (1987)



Bringing antimatter to its (free) fall: a longtime effort

Antihydrogen could be a  better candidate…

… but  was yet to  be produced!

HYPERFINE INTERACT. 44, p.349 (1988)



First  antihydrogen production  at  CERN

1995:  PS210

PHYS. LETT. B 368, p.251 (1996)

Xe target in LEAR

Fly  out 

Detection of stripped e+

&

Detection of antiproton

~1.7 GeV ഥH: 

Not suitable for trapping



Bringing antimatter to its (free) fall: a longtime effort

Calling for cold antihydrogen

PS196  and  PS200  developped trapping

and cooling method for antiprotons

Antiprotons from LEAR were decelerated

in a degrader foil (at the expense of intensity)

~keV antiprotons caught in Penning traps

Electron cooling technique

Next step: trap positrons & antiprotons 

in the same trap to make antihydrogen.

CERN-SPSLC-93-35 (1993)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 1360 (1989)
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Antihydrogen formation by mixing of antiprotons and positrons

2002: ATHENA & ATRAP

NATURE 419, p.456 (2002)

PHYS. REV. LETT. 89, 213401 (2002)



First  trapped antihydrogen atoms

2010: ALPHA

Use ഥ𝐻 magnetic moment

Trap low field

seeking states

Ioffe-Pritchard trap

with octupole magnet

NATURE 468, p.673 (2010)
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Antiproton decelerators at CERN

Every 2 minutes:

1.5 1013 protons from PS

at 26 GeV/c on target

5. 107 antiprotons in the AD

Down to 5.3 MeV  (100 MeV/c)

3. 107 antiprotons in ELENA

Down to 100 keV

4 x 5.5 106 antiprotons to experiments



Three Free fall experiments

Primary goal:  1 %  precision (~quark mass contribution)

AEgIS GBAR ALPHA-g



AEGIS experiment

No  ഥH trapping!

Accelerate Rydberg Stark states 

of  cold  antihydrogen

Observe the beam deflection

(10 µm  over  1 m  distance  if  തg = g)

Moiré deflectometer

See next talk by Antoine Camper



ALPHA  experiment

First attempt at a direct free fall observation

Release of trapped antihydrogens

Observation of the distribution 

of annihilation vertices

Limits: −65 < 𝐹 =
𝑚𝑔

𝑚𝑖
< +110

NAT. COMMUN. 4, 1785 (2013)



ALPHA-g experiment

Vertical trap

Release from mirror coils

Top-bottom experiment

To go to 1 %:

Adiabatic cooling

Field compensation

+ counting

Requires extremely precise measurement of magnetic field.

Data aquisition in 2022…

CERN-SPSC-2023-010 (2023)



Goal:  1 neV, ~10 µK, 1 m.s -1

Sympathetic cooling of ഥ𝑯+

Doppler cooling of Be+

+ ground state cooling

Production:

1) തp + Ps → ഥH + e−

2) ഥ𝐇 + 𝐏𝐬 → ഥ𝐇+ + 𝐞−

~1010 𝑒+ + 106 തp

GBAR

Reaction chamber

Decelerator

Pulsed drift tube 

Trap

Accumulation trap

Catching trap

Linac-based

source

ELENA

Cooling traps

Photodetachment

Free Fall chamber

PHYS. REV. A 105, 022821 (2022) 



GBAR

Status:

Demonstrated 1st production of ഥ𝐻 from 6 keV antiprotons and Ps(1S)

Many steps remain, from ഥ𝐻+ production to sympathetic cooling

5 mm collimatorDeflector Ps converterMCP detector

Figure adapted from 2023 pre-print CERN-EP-2023-120



Going better than 1 % ?  Interferometry

ALPHA-g: Cold antiatom gravimeter

Laser cooling (20 mK) NATURE 592, p.35 (2021)

Anti-atomic fountain

Precision: 10−3 with 250 events

10−6 with apparatus upgrade

GBAR: Gravitational Quantum states

ഥ𝐻 trapped between

gravitational potential

& Casimir-Polder potential of a mirror

Precision: 10−5 – 10−6 with 1000 events

1
.5

 m
m

EUR. PHYS. J. D 76, 209 (2022) PHYS. Rev. Lett. 112, 121102 (2014)



Antiproton’ s comeback

BASE experiment

NATURE 601, p.53 (2022) 

𝑅 = ൙
− 𝑞

𝑚 𝑝
𝑞
𝑚 ҧ𝑝

= 1.000000000003(16)

WEP for clocks

Gravitation redshift of the cyclotron frequency

Varies during the year

𝜶𝐠,𝑫 − 𝟏 < 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑



Conclusion

CERN is the only provider of slow antiprotons

Attempts to measure

the gravitational behaviour of antimatter

have been ongoing for almost 60 years!

Very challenging

Many techniques developped on the road

No lack of ideas to improve the precision

A direct free fall measurement: never been so close?



@GBAR_Experiment

@gbar_experiment
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